Schlage Lock Parks Community Meeting 10/24/2015 – Guided Survey

Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):
   - [X] 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   - [ ] 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

   Write in comments:

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):
   - [ ] Art
   - [X] Plants
   - [X] Structure

   Write in comments:

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (please “X” by one):
   - [X] Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   - [ ] Arch/symmetrical

   Write in comments:

Can Duplicate Visitation Valley
Topography, natural hills, slopes (over)" living wall

Ideas for art inspiration/theme:
- area history
- site history
- salvaged materials
- wind
- natural landscape
- living wall

Capital and Planning Unit, 30 Van Ness Ave., 3rd Floor | San Francisco, CA 94102 | www.sfrecpark.org
Visitacion Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?

☑ Yes
☐ No

Write in comments:

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?

☐ Interactive Garden Area
☑ Trellis structures with seating beneath
☐ Other: __________________________

Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)

☐ barbeque
☐ picnic tables
☐ game tables (ex: jigsaw, chess/checkers)
☐ covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area
☐ adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
☐ posting board for community messages
☐ ping pong table
☐ other: __________________________

1) Game tables you can play both Chess/Checkers.

There should be enough shade provided by trees, and surrounding buildings in Visitacion Park for Tai Chi. It would take away the openness or natural feel of the park.
Schlage Lock Parks Community Meeting 10/24/2015 – Guided Survey

Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (please "X" by one):
   - ✓ 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   - ___ 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

   Write in comments:

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (please "X" by one):
   - ___ Art
   - ___ Plants
   - ✓ Structure

   Write in comments:

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (please "X" by one):
   - ✓ Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   - ___ Arch/symmetrical

   Write in comments:

   Ideas for art:
   - Site history
   - Salvaged materials
   - Wind
   - Natural landscape

   Please pick 2 or 3:

   (over)
Visitation Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?

☑ Yes
___ No

Write in comments:

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?

___ Interactive Garden Area
☑ Trellis structures with seating beneath
___ Other: ____________________________

Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)

___ barbeque
1. picnic tables
3. game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)
___ covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area
2. adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
___ posting board for community messages
___ ping pong table
___ other: __________________________
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Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):

   - 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   - 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

   Write in comments:

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):

   - Art
   - Plants
   - Structure

   Write in comments:

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (please “X” by one):

   - Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   - Arch/symmetrical

   Write in comments:

   I feel like the rendemenry of the arches in the deck didn’t do the concept justice—thick white poles were kind of jarring. the vision I had for the arches was more natural-looking with hanging vines & flowers.

   (over)

   Please pick 2: “X”

   Ideas for art inspiration/theme:

   - area history
   - site history
   - salvaged materials
   - wind
   - natural landscape
Visitacion Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?

   - Yes
   - No: I think the play area will be valuable for people w/ kids.

Write in comments:

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?

   - Interactive Garden Area
   - Trellis structures with seating beneath
   - Other: ____________________________

Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)

   - barbeque
   - picnic tables
   - game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)
   - covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area
   - adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
   - posting bcard for community messages
   - ping pong table
   - other: ____________________________
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Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (*please "X" by one*):

   - [x] 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   - ___ 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

   Write in comments:

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (*please "X" by one*):

   - ___ Art
   - [x] Plants
   - ___ Structure

   Write in comments:

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (*please "X" by one*):

   - [x] Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   - ___ Arch/symmetrical

   Write in comments:

   connect condos' sinks + basins to drain into biofilter stream

   (over)
Visitacion Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?
   
   ✔ Yes
   ___ No

Write in comments:

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?
   
   2 Interactive Garden Area
   1 Trellis structures with seating beneath
   ___ Other: __________________________

Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)
   
   ___ barbeque
   3 picnic tables
   ___ game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)
   ___ covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area
   2 adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
   1 posting board for community messages
   ___ ping pong table
   ___ other: __________________________
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Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):
   - 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   - 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

   Write in comments: Keep lines of sight clean in Play Area.

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):
   - Art
   - Plants
   - Structure

   Write in comments:

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (please “X” by one):
   - Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   - Arch/symmetrical

   Write in comments: Please pick 2 w/ “x”

   Ideas for art inspiration/theme:
   - Area history
   - Site history
   - Salvaged materials
   - Wind
   - Natural landscape

   (over)

Capital and Planning Unit, 30 Van Ness Ave., 3rd Floor | San Francisco, CA 94102 | www.sfrecpark.org
Visitacion Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?

☐ Yes
☐ No

Write in comments:

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?

☐ Interactive Garden Area
☐ Trellis structures with seating beneath
☐ Other: ______________________

Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)

☐ barbeque
☐ picnic tables
☐ game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)
☐ covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area
☐ adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
☐ posting board for community messages
☐ ping pong table
☐ other: ______________________
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Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):

   - 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   - 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)
   (thinking we’ll also have add’l play areas @ Visitacion Rid)

   Write in comments:

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):

   - Art
   - Plants
   - Structure

   Write in comments: I’d “Plants” — but ideally solution would incorporate all 3 aspects — windsocks, windbreak etc.

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (please “X” by one):

   - Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   - Arch/symmetrical

   Write in comments:

   More Open structure seems more flexible for a small park.

(over)
Visitacion Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?
   - Yes
   - No

Write in comments: I like the idea of aiming for fun engagement for all ages — native flora/ fauna as a way of acknowledging "place" & making connections to nature.

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?
   - Interactive Garden Area
   - Trellis structures with seating beneath
   - Other: ____________________________

Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)
   - Barbeque
   - Picnic tables
   - Game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)
   - Covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area
   - Adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
   - Posting board for community messages
   - Ping pong table
   - Other: ____________________________
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Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

Include school groups' recommendations

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):
   
   _ 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   _ 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

   Write in comments:

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):

   _ Art
   _ Plants
   X Structure

   Write in comments:

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (please “X” by one):

   X Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   _ Arch/symmetrical

   Write in comments:

   (over)

   Ideas for art:
   Inspiration/Theme: Interactive Graphic
   - Area history
   - Site history
   - Salvaged materials
   - Wind
   - Natural landscape

   Capital and Planning Unit, 30 Van Ness Ave., 3rd Floor | San Francisco, CA 94102 | www.sfrecpark.org
Visitacion Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?  
   - Yes  
   - No

   Write in comments:

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?  
   - Interactive Garden Area  
   - Trellis structures with seating beneath  
   - Other: __________________________

   Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)  
   - barbeque  
   - picnic tables  
   - game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)  
   - covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area  
   - adult fitness stations (one-three stations)  
   - posting board for community messages  
   - ping pong table  
   - other: __________________________

   All signages should be multilingual to comply with SF’s Language Access Ordinance.  
   Make our space more flexible. We don’t want huge structures (comunal table) to block our views.
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Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (please "X" by one):

   - [x] 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   - [ ] 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

Write in comments:

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (please "X" by one):

   [ ] Art
   [x] Plants
   [ ] Structure

Write in comments:

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (please "X" by one):

   - [x] Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   - [ ] Arch/symmetrical

Write in comments:

Use the street adjacent to Leland Park for farmers market and food truck events. If the events do well parks can charge a user fee for additional funding.
Visitacion Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?
   - Yes
   - No

Write in comments:

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?
   - Interactive Garden Area
   - Trellis structures with seating beneath
   - Other: ____________________________

Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)
   - barbeque
   - picnic tables
   - game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)
   - covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area
   - adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
   - posting board for community messages
   - ping pong table
   - other: ____________________________
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Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (*please “X” by one*):
   
   ✓ 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   
   _ 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

   Write in comments:

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (*please “X” by one*):

   _ Art
   
   _ Plants
   
   ✓ Structure

   Write in comments:

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (*please “X” by one*):

   ✓ Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   
   _ Arch/symmetrical

   Write in comments:

   Do Away with PALMS!

(over)

Please pick 2 w “X”

Ideas for art

Inspiration / theme:

- area history
- site history
- salvaged materials
- wind
- natural landscape

FUNCTIONAL:

- LOCAL ARTIST + RESIDENT

ARTIST
Visitacion Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?
   - ☑ Yes
   - ☐ No

   Write in comments:

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?
   - ☐ Interactive Garden Area
   - ☑ Trellis structures with seating beneath
   - ☐ Other: ______________________________

   Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)
   - ☐ barbeque
   - ☐ picnic tables
   - ☐ game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)
   - ☐ covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area
   - ☐ adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
   - ☐ posting board for community messages
   - ☐ ping pong table
   - ☐ other: ______________________________
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Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):

   X 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   _ 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

   Write in comments: Allows children to enjoy Diverse age groups

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):

   _ Art
   _ Plants
   X Structure

   Write in comments:

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (please “X” by one):

   X Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   _ Arch/symmetrical

   Write in comments:

Please pick 2 my “X”

Ideas for art inspiration/theme:

- area history
  - site history
- salvaged materials
- wind
  - natural landscape

Please write:

(over)

Capital and Planning Unit, 30 Van Ness Ave., 3rd Floor | San Francisco, CA 94102 | www.sfrecpark.org
Visitacion Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?

☑ Yes
☐ No

Write in comments:

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?

☑ Interactive Garden Area
☐ Trellis structures with seating beneath
☐ Other: _______________________

Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)

☐ barbeque
☒ picnic tables
☐ game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)
☒ covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area
☒ adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
☐ posting board for community messages
☐ ping pong table
☐ other: ______________________
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Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):
   - [X] 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   - [ ] 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

   Write in comments: I like keeping the area open w/ fence around the entire area.

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):
   - [ ] Art
   - [X] Plants
   - [ ] Structure

   Write in comments: Keep it open.

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (please “X” by one):
   - [X] Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   - [ ] Arch/symmetrical

   Write in comments: Flexible seating would be great, especially @ Leland. Could it be a steward that maintains movable tables & chairs?

   Flexible seating would be great, especially at Leland. Could it be a steward that maintains movable tables & chairs?

   Please pick 2 w/ “X”
   - Ideas for art inspiration/theme:
     - area history
     - site history
     - salvaged materials
     - wind
     - natural landscape
     - sound

   (over)
Visitation Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?
   - Yes
   - No
   Write in comments: Will there be time to observe how Beland is used to inform more need for kids to play?

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?
   - Interactive Garden Area
   - Trellis structures with seating beneath
   - Other: ____________________________
   Write in comments: There should be a place to enjoy the sun. Trellis would create shade.

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)
   - barbeque
   - picnic tables
   - game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)
   - covered 10ft by 20ft tai chi area
   - adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
   - posting board for community messages
   - ping pong table
   - other: ____________________________
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Leland Greenway (linear park, 0.76 acres)

1. For the Leland Greenway play area, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):
   - [ ] 2-5 and 5-12 year olds (larger area)
   - [x] 2-5 year olds only (smaller area)

   Write in comments:

2. For the Bayshore/Leland corner, circle your preferred approach (please “X” by one):
   - [x] Art
   - [ ] Plants
   - [ ] Structure

   Write in comments:

3. Which trellis structure shape do you prefer (please “X” by one):
   - [ ] Cantilevered/asymmetrical
   - [x] Arch/symmetrical w/natural elements

   Write in comments:

(over)

Capital and Planning Unit, 30 Van Ness Ave., 3rd Floor | San Francisco, CA 94102 | www.sfrecpark.org
Visitacion Park (square park, 0.94 acre)

1) Do you like the proposed approach to include an Interactive Garden Area instead of a play area?

✓ Yes
_ No

Write in comments:

2) What is your preference for what park elements are in the sunnier, north side of the park?

_ Interactive Garden Area
✓ Trellis structures with seating beneath
_ Other: __________________________

Write in comments:

3) What are your TOP THREE (3) priorities for optional additional programming in the park? (#1 is highest priority)

_ #1 Barbeque
_ #2 Picnic tables
_ #3 Game tables (ex. Chinese checkers)
_ covered 10ft by 20ft Tai Chi area
_ Adult fitness stations (one-three stations)
_ #1 Posting board for community messages
_ Ping pong table
_ #3 Other: Nothing or a water feature